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Electrodynamic theory of superconductors by Shun-Ang Zhou (IEEE Electromagnetic 
Wave Series 34), Peter Percgrinus Ltd, The Institulion of Electrical Engineers, P.O. 
Box 96, Stevenage, Herts SG1 2SD, UK, 1991, pp. 320, £42. 

This introductorv Iort containing 320 pagcs in three chapters is addressed to applied phyaicisrr, clcct,icnl 
and mechan~cal engineers and post-graduate students ;md provides a phenomenolooical mdorstanding of 
electrumagnet~cs, electrodynamics. mechanrci and thermodynamm of type-11 superconductors In a user- 
friendly manner. 

There is marked emphasis on certain dspcctz of supcrconductiv~ty which arc often excluded from most 
books on the subject. These aspects are eleciromagneto-eiasr~c dcformat~ons and acoustic anomalies, ther- 
mnelaalic coupling. co-exislencr o i  sopsrconducuv~ty and magnellc order, and non-equilibrium supercon- 
ductiv~ty Thcse arc rclcvant to the conditions of a superconductor rubjccted to timmai. mechamcal and 
magnetic loadings and. therefore. are at mns~dcrahle practical mportance. Chapte~ I11 of about 80 pases 
1s completely devoted to these aspects In fact. it s this choice of topcs rhat gives lhis book a disnnctivr 
ch;~racter. 

The rest of the book covcrs rathcr standard stuff. Chapter 1 (of o w r  100 pages) covers the basic 
prmciples of electrodynamics of deformable media It makes thia book self-contained. It could have. h o w  
ever, been shortened qulte a hit. Chapter TI is devoted lo more or less standard (London) electrndymicx 
of superconductors and the phcnomenolugici Ginzburg-Landau equations. The diacuasim of critical cur- 
rents, flux pinnmg, ac Iusies and of the dynamics of Josephson junctions is good. Except for a brief 
discussmn of the BCS theory, much of the treatment is macroscopic m keeping wth the spin1 of the book 

There are same mmor typos. Perhaps the most amusing example 1s on p 313 where 'van Vleck' has 
become 'van Viack'. 

The book 1s parl~cularly reconimended fur engineer\ and oul\iders uhu wlsh to he intclligcnt usas of 
supcrconducton. 

Department of Physics N Kr lh laK 

Indian Instmte u I  Science 
Bangalore 560 012 

Elements of ordinary differential equations and special functions by A. Chakraharti, 
Wiley Eastern Limited, 4855124, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi 110 002. 1990, 
pp. 148, Rs 50. 

T h ~ s  book consists ot mne chapters and an appendix. Chapter 1 introduces the basic definitions concerning 
ordinary drfferential equation.; (ODEs) and lineal ODEs in the main. Chapter 2 drscrihea anme elernantary 
methods of sulutiun uf linear ODEs. Chapter 3 is concerned with the power series solution near an 
ordmary point of linear ODES with analytic coefficient functmns and Hermite mfferential equation n 
considered as the main example. Chapter 4 describes the Frobenius series method for solution near a 
regular singular point of linear homogeneous ODES ol the second order. Chaptera 5 ,  6 and 7, respectively. 
give some useful properties of the special functions aarociaied with the names of Lcgcndrc, Lagucrre and 
Bcssel. The last two chapters on existence and uniquess theory for aolutlon of ODEs and cigcnvalue 
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problems are \ec bncf snd \ket:hr. The appendix h t r  somc properties of the gamma iunctlon. the beta 
funct~on. hypergeomctric funcrions. :he error func:ion and th:. Chebyhev polynum~als The bvah may be 
ali~rable for nn underpdunte cuunu in rng1nezr:ng. 

Department o i  \.lathemutics 
I n d m  lnstitutc of T e c h n o i o ~  
Mndraa fiOO 036. 

Finite element methods in engineering science by C.T.F. Ross, Prentice-Hall, 66, 
Wood Lane End. Hemel Hempstead. Hertfordshire, HP2 4RG, England, 1990, 
pp. 520, S 37.95. 

The book 1s miended 13 itmodace to n prnctlcili engmcer or an undergraduate the concepts of FEM as 
applted to  g e n d  problems in engmeeiing aclence. The discussion throughout had been rather elementary 
but in consequence rhc lack of precision or indepth discussion leakes a senous reader perplexed. Even aa 
the lntrnr ii to address the ~ r n e r d  problems of englnerring science more than 90% of the treatment 
cenrics anwnd problems o i  structural engineering. In fact. only Chaprer 11 and a few pages in Chapters 
13 and 13 discuss the prohlems m other fields. A heavy emphasis on an elementary treatment has obscured 
an might into basic concepts This a evidenced by a discussion ot  beams and frames for more than half 
thr book (up to Chzptei 6 )  arthout the reader (student?) ever gerting an idea that a beam o r  frame 
dement is the mosi bsiic of the finite elemen*! Lackadr~s~cal treatment of the subject matler is abun- 
dant-natural co-ordmates of a triangle discussed no pages 221 and 292 will easily confuse a novice. 
Slmilariy, there n no reason wh) a gnilagc or a grid framework s to be d~scussed-not aa part of beams 
and frames but after dlscussrng the dynamic analysis by FEM. Even here the stiffness matrix is wit ten 
directly without any reference to FEhl analysis. Agam. why was ~t necessary to postpone the introduction 
of rxisynmetric elements to Ch. 12 long after the d~scussmn of nonhnear problems? It can be claimed as 
a virtue thvr computer programs in BASIC have heen made available throughout the book. On  the con- 
trary. a compendium of several programs each for a particular problem defeats the object of analysis 
through FEM. the baslc concept of which is to promde a single standard means of analysis for all the 
different problems. Furthctmore. in the present-day envmnment m whch general-purposc FEM software 
packages are available, the aser is hardly expected to wnte a program for his needs On the whole, there 
is not much ro recommend about the book heing usehi1 for an undergraduate or a practical engmeer. 

Department of Civil Engineering S. ANANTHA RAMU 
Indian Institute of Science 
Elangalore 560 012. 

Gafois dream--group theory and differential equations by Michio Kuga, translated 
from the Japanese by Susan Addington and Motohico Mulase, Birkhauser Verlag 
AG, Klosterberg 23, CH 4010 Basel, Switzerland, 1993, pp. 150, SFr 52. 

This book with a carchy title is an invitation to mathematics, or at least some part of the subject having 
algebraic, topological and funcrion theoretic components, woven together in a nontrivial way. Evidently 
when fint  published in Japanese in 1968, students carried copies of it to show off, whether or not they 
could understand the contents! It consists of nineteen parts, or  lectures given once a week; but they are 
of widely varying lengths, some as short as a couple of pages, and others much more substantial. 

There are two rather mstinct ways in which, to a user of mathematics like a phys~cist, the themes of 
group theory and differential equations come together. One is the study and exploitation of symmetry 
properties of a given differentid equation, in order to simplify the problem of frnding all, or  large families 
of. its solutions These symmetries naturally form a group, and in the continuous case pioneered by 
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Sophus Lle, very powerful tools in this direct~on have been developed over the decades. The present book 
is concerned w t h  a different aspect, basically the topological understanding of the most appropriate space 
or mamfold on which u,e should represent the solutions of a given differential equanon. This in q u m  
similar m spirit to constructing or 'inventmg' a su~table Rlemann surface to handle a mult~valued analyt~c 
function. 

The imtial 'chapters' or weekly instalrnents are relatwely lipht and eaay to dlgest. The author covers, 
in an attractive style, such ideas as: basic set theoretic concepts and operatmns: partit~ons of sets based 
on equ~valence relations; free groups; connectivdy properties of manifolds or spaces, homotopic equiva- 
lence of curves and the fundamental group: and the case of slmple connectiwty. Many easlly visualizable 
examples, with an occasional humourous touch, are given to clan* the points being made. 

The author next moves on to the concept of one space bemg a covermg of another The notion of a 
cdvering map, covering transformations and the associated group, and the behawour wlth respect to the 
fundamental groups of the two spaces involved, are all developed. Thesc are attiactwe and ~nstmctlvely 
appealing ideas whlch have an easy naturalness to thcx development. The constructmn ot the universal 
covenng space of a given connected space, and the Galo~s property for a covenng relationsh~p, are also 
tackled. 

In the final portion, the attention turns to function theory. For detiniteness the aulhor works on suitable 
connected subsets of the compiex plane. The baslc questlons analysed are: what 1s an aodlytic function, 
and how do we go about classlfy~ng its singulanties? What are reasonable sets of operations we can 
perform on given sets of functions to lead to new functions? And ~f a (second order) differentla1 equation 
w ~ t h  analytlc functions for coeffioents 1s given, how can we handle its 'space of salurion' and what manifold 
a ideally suited to represent the values and singuianties of a solution? These and related questlons are 
discussed in some detail, though complete proofs of ail stated theorems are not aiways presented. 

Second-order differential equations for functions of a complex variable are very famibar to physicists 
and engineers alike. All the special functions of mathematlcal physics arise our of such equations. The 
traditional approaches are summarised in such classics as Jeffreya and Jeffreys, or Mone and Feshbach. 
Through such treatments one is familiar with the ways to handle possible multivaluedners of the resulting 
solutions, construction of independent solutions, the notorious 'logarithmic case' and so on. For one trained 
in this way, Kuga's book helps put all this in a nice perspective. Though not meant to be a thoroughgoing 
textbook, one 1s exposed to a useful collect~on of mathematical ideas with a lightness of touch. In flus 
sense this is an invitation to the subject. 

One note of concern must, however, be finally expressed. Thls book of some 150 pages 1s priced truly 
exorbitantly. The only way out seems to be for some gifted Indian mathematiaans to take up writing in 
a similar style, to enthuse students and show them the pleasures of areas in mathernatlcs, but at an 
affordable price. 

Centre for Theoretical Studies 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

A mathematical treatment of dynamical models in biological science by K. Smitalova 
and S. Sujan, Prentice-Hall, 66, Wood Lane End, Hernel Hemsptead, Hertfordshire, 
HP2 4RG, England, 1991, pp. 200, $ 87.95. 

It is probably only in the 'rarest of the rare cases' that one would object to the title of a book itself, 
especially for highly specialized and technical books. Unfortunately, however, the book under review fails 
into this category. Though the title suggests that the book 1s about models in biological saences, the 
contents deal exclusively with mathematical ecology, and that too, exclusively with population dynamics. 
Personally, being at a centre for ecological sciences, and worlung mainly with mathematlcal models, I am 
strongly tempted to raise three cheers for this point of view. After all, it was not vely long ago that one 
of the highest ranking scientists from the division of b~ological sciences at the institute had equated biology 
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wiih the study of gene regulatzon (on something equally miniscule in scope). On this background, the 
mathematsal ecology backlash from totally unexpected quarters, C'zechoslovakian mathematiclan, 1s aU 
the more aelcome. But. such extremist point af view serves very llttle constructive purpose. An honest 
and fair approach would have been to use the tern populanon dynamics (or at least, mathematical ecology, 
as used jn the very fmt ientence of the preface) in the title, instead of the mislead~ng comprehensive 
'biological science'. 

The next scnous objection has to be raised at the very first sentence of the preface itself-"Mathematical 
ecology as a b i o l o g d  science accumulates information concerning the evolution of b~ological com- 
mumtics". Certamly, mathematical ecology 1s much more than that; study of population changes, spatla1 
patterns. impact of external influences, just to name a few Secondly, the term 'evolut~on' is used tradit~on- 
ally m a very specific sense in blology, where it refers to (small or large) changes at the genetlc level. In 
mathematics, and more specifically, in the study of dynamical systems, too the term evolution is used 
rraditionally in a very specif~c sense: here, ir s~mply means any change in the value of the variable under 
consideration with time. Unfortunately, the authors have from page 1 11ne 1, used exclusively the 
mathemaricians' term. While they cannot be technically faulted, the use seriouily interferes with the reada- 
bllity and clarity. Mere changes in population size should not be called 'evolution', when biological 
phenomena are described. This usage becomes even more confusing because the authors subsequently go 
on to describe changes In gene frequencies also 

Coming to the contents of the book (in a way a more traditional review would do), it first describes 
the growth of population of a single species. Both differential and difference equations are described, and 
the standard elaboration-age structure, delay. stochastic effects, etc -are descnbed at length, in a fully 
mathematical style and vocabulary. l lus  chapter IS followed by one on two species models. which lead to 
the next one on n-species communities. The last chapter has no biology at all, and deals with chaos and 
relared mathematical matters. The preface describes this last chapter, with a perhaps unintentional honesty 
(crept m most probably during translation) as more pretentious! 

One would have been willing to overlook the matters raised in the fmt two paragraphs had the book 
contained other points of interest. Regrettably, it is not so. It is not clear why and for whom this book 
was written. It seems mostly written for mathematicians, to enlighten them about the kinds of mathematical 
models used in ecology. On one hand, being accustomed to abstract representation, mathemahcians prob- 
ably do not need any connection between the symbols they manipulate, and the reality around them On 
the other hand. if demonstrating the biological relevance of the models was the goal, the book comes 
nowhere near satnfying it. The ecolagical part, whenever it is described is at best grossly smplistlc and 
naive, and at worst. misplaced and wrong. This lack of rigour, coming from marhematiclans, is rather 
saddening. To quote a couple of typical examples (p.7). "The carrying capacity is the maximal population 
density which can be sustained far a long time in the given environment (How long?) or (p.2) "the 
population density describes the population only approximately since the population is too large to deter- 
mine the exact number of its members". The accuracy of measurement (or the lack of it) surely is not 
the criterion of deciding between continuous and discrere models. A somewhat more distressing slip-up is 
on p.42, where two different equations are described, and they are said to have the same fixed points; a 
moment's scrutiny reveals the two equ~tions to be identical any way! 

A pomtive feature of the book is that it includes many post-1980 references. Quite understandably, a 
number of them are of European origin. A corresponding negative feature is the omission of some of the 
more siandard works an theoretical ecology - e.g., those by R. M. May. Perhaps for the same reason, 
the whole body of work related to host-paraate interactions, spread of diseases and the like receive scant 
attention. Perhaps to marginally compensate for it (though in a haphazard manner), topics such as game 
theor)., and examples such as loss of plasmids from bacterial cells, are introduced, rather out of the blue. 
The index at the end of the bwk is just about one page, making it a more ritualistic than useful mclusion. 

The description inside the cover page suggests that the book contains original presentation of very 
extended and deep problems, and a coverage of new results. Even if one assumes this to be true, the 
implications of these to biological systems are probably visible (and perhaps even self evident) only to 
mathematicians; lesser mortals cannot hope to grasp them. In fact, this book would be either enjoyable 
or useful (but unlikely to be both) to mathematical ecologists (mathematical dominant, ecdlogy recessive) 
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and thcorutical b~ologrrrs (nwrc thcoret~cal than bmlogists) Thosc dynarnlcal systems theorlsrs cngngcd in 
a game ot one-upmanshrp with aay number thcorlsts ur dlffrrentnl geometers would profit most from t h ~ s  
book, lo show ofi to thcsr Innocents that dynimical systems theory has so much to offer ro rcologg (and 
b! lmpl~catiui~ to cnvimmental sclcncr, on to Agrnda 21 and Rlo Summil). They p h a p *  may not mind 
shelling out R 87.95. For others. not rcally a book one would wholchcaitcdly recommend. 

Centre [or Ocologcal Sciences 
Indian lnstitutc of Socnce 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Men and women of space edited by Douglai 8 .  Hawthorne, Univzlt. Inc., San Diego, 
CA 92128, 1992, pp. 904+13. $ YO. 

l'hls monumental lefeience book conialns blographm ot spacefmng persons from sll over the  lobe. The 
exhaustive bibiiograph~ei of over 800 iialmnaut\ and cosmonauts who harc actually flown and candidate 
members aa wall as thoac on cu-atrnuqd~enc suborbltal flight thiit reach or cxeed  RO km of iiltiludc. are 
presented m an ordcily tashmn. This e\cellcn: book contains equally w i l - ~ w t t e n  introductory scctmn 
rumrnlng up the systematic arrangement of blblmgrapbier and tlve dppcndlccs. A chronological 1st oi 
about 200 mis\iuns mclucling d o r m  X-li auboih~tiil flights ts given m Appcndlx 5 Here. mformation 
\och as pnmc itod hackup crew. place and Lime of launch aa wcll as landing. mmmn duration for each 
of the m~ssion are compiled Thc t m t  flight In the human hmory a made by Yuny A Gxgann (German 
S. T m v  as backup) on Vostok-1 (Cedar) on April 12, 1961 at 9:06:54 am (hlorcow tune) from Baykonur 
Cosmodrome, Karakhrtan ( m  erstwhile USSR) Vostuk-I ucnt around the Earth once and the tlfght hswd 
1 110111 55 nunutes. The laat entry on space mission 1s STS-4510V-I01 Atlantis &rh seven crew which \*.as 
launched on March 21, 1992, from Compler-39.4. Kennedy Space Center, Ha. USA. f i e  mission was m 
operatmn for 214 hours 10 minutes 26 secondc and it orbited the Earth 1 0  nmes 

The blblrographical entnes on astronauts and cosmonauts are organized m aiphabetlcal order m the first 
631 pages of thc book. Tbcae mines fall into the bllowing categories: NASA astronauts m d  candidates: 
Manned orbltu~g lahomory pilot astlonauts, X-20 DynaSoal pilot astronaut&; X-15 military and civilian 
rcrearch pilots, Mlitary astronauts-desrynces of the early 1400s, Shuttle payload specnhsts and passengers; 
International cosmonauts trained by USSR. The de tah  under each of the bibliographies are elaborate. 
The first item of each entry states the natux 01 aaiignmcnt of the currespondiag aatronaut/conmonaur 
For example, Rakerh Sharma (see p 652): Indliln casnmnaur-researcher (flight), Soyuz T-Ill Saljut 71 
Soyuz T-10, Somet mtematmnal program, the fint lnd~an to make space flight Sunilarly for Neil 
Armstrong: NASA pilot-astronaut (Group 2. 1962), the first person to walk on Moon; former X-15 civilian 
rcsearch pdot The other entries are un: Date md place nf birlh, Nick name, Military afiiliation, Mar~tal 
status, Children. Educat~on. Experience (illustrative), Space flight assignment. Sources (of collected ,"for- 
mation), and also some attributes hke decaratlon and amrds, recrestlord interests, physlcal descnpnon, 
place and clrcurnstances of death (wherever applicable), wntings. It is really a great pleasure to go through 
the above details of well-known and lesser known ( o w q  to meager informallon In open literature) 
artronautslcosmonauts. 

The reviewer iinds the book a "cry valuable addition to all llbranes and useful to people from all walks 
of Life. It can mapire n lot of youngsters m the years to come It 1s hoped that the second edltivn will be 
equally delightful and will be able to meet the hlgh expectations generated by thia book. 

Department of Aerospace Engmeering 
Indian Institutc of Scicnce 
Bangalore 560 012, India. 
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Spaceflight mechanics edited by R.E. Diehl, R.G. Schinnerer, W.E. Williamson, and 
D.G. Boden, Advances in Astronautical Sciences, Vol. 79, 2 parts, AAS Publications, 
Univelt, Inc., San Diego, CA 92128, USA, 1992, pp. 1293+ 18, $240. 

The proceedings oi the 1992 Spaceflight mechanics have been systematically organ~zed in two volumes. 
The Conference hosted hy the American Astronautical Soc~ety and AIAA was held at Colorado Springs, 
Co., on February ?&2& 1992. The Conference dwells on analytical and numerical aspects of astrodynamics 
and celestial mechan~u, with emphas~s on application to current and future space missions. In all, 85 
papers were presented m twelve sessions. These sessions were: Orbit determination; Tethered satellite 
systems; Celestial mechanics; Optimization; Flexlble body dynamics and control; Mars mission analysn; 
Earth-orbiting mission analysisldebns; Mission analysis; Numencal analysis. Many of the papers are de- 
scriptive and do not unduly bog down to etaborate nathematlcal treatment. Readers interested in probing 
further on the topics of their interest can access the accompanying detailed bibliography. Majority of the 
papers contained in the proceedings deal with the Earth and interplanetary mission analysis, orbit determi- 
nation and allied topics. The remairung three sessions are devoted to spacecraft attitude control w~th  
flelubilitg taken into consideration. 

The questlon of orbit determination has been addressed from t m e  immemorial. The classical techniques 
which have emerged for over three centuries have rel~ed heavily on innovative approaches for algorithm 
development and banked less on technological advancements. The modern methods try to bling into their 
realm latest technological developments such as. say, gmund- and spacecraft-borne radars, and system 
thcoretic concepts such as say, Kalman filter. This enhances and cultivates scope for new orbit determina- 
tion algorithm and their applications to an unlimited horizon. However, the papers in this proceedings 
address only limited perspective an orbit determination of interplanetary spacecraft, multi-object tracking 
and Mats gravity modelling (inverse problem of orbit determination from space platform). A pair of 
papers analyze orbit detelmination error for spacecraft at L,-hhration point. 

The session on celestial mechanics contains two abstracts and six full papers which are equally shared 
by orbital transfer and orbit analysis problems. The orbit transfer problems address both low and high 
thrust multi-impulse transfers. They use smtplified squallon of mot~on as well as tools that are based on 
Battin's universal functions, prlmer vector for fixed time optimality, Brachistochrone problem for bridging 
gap between high and low acceleration trajectories. respectively. The tools of orbit analysis apply essentially 
the well-knownitime-tested methods to new contexts. In orbit analysis, numerical methods play important 
role. The two numerical methods are shown to yield high accuracy over a long period of orbit propagation. 
Montenbruck shows that the Taylor's series integration used for the first tlme is superior to the conven- 
tional methods like Runge-Kutta (R-K) method. However, a companion paper combines R-K wlth Enke's 
method and shows it to be more efficient than Cowell's method Multiple impulse Lambert problem and 
propagation of wvanance matrices during rendezvous are useful contributions that may find application 
m the near future. All but one paper out of eight in the session on optimization deal with the optimal 
trajectory control. The control is obtained by optim~zing the appropriate performance costs via methods 
available in standard textbooks. 

System theoretic studies on mission analysis are distributed in three sessions with like-mlnded titles. 
Here. the technical papers give vivid description of diverse topics from propulsion system to nav~gation to 
mission perspective of orbital transfer and rendezvous to Mars and interplanetary mssions to launch mis- 
sions, to name a few. Even though these papers lack mathematical finesse and innovative theoretical 
wntributions, they can still inspire many a person since they describe several new avenuesiposnbilities 
from modem aerospace industry. The reviewer finds that the corresponding 32 papers which form the 
major portion of part I1 of the proceedings are the inspiring ones. It is possible that some of the concepts 
discussed here may find the Light of the day while remaining ones may remain In books only. 

'lliree sessions are also devoted to satellite dynamics and control. Two papers formulate the perturbed 
attitude motion, respectively, due to Mars atmosphere and chaotic attitude maneuver due to oscillation of 
small perturbing sub-bodies inside a satellite. Survey on time-optimal attitude maneuvers contain many 
useful references that may be useful to slew convol of present multi-mission spacecraft. The feedback 



In summary ths rppers o: thls ~mcecdmgs portray llic current trcnd in ylob;ii ~e\esrch on spaceflight 
niechnnic.;. The icweiier imdc rrfrcshmg lhe icchnical pxpris in the procccdmgr of both Spaceflight 
Mcchamcs confercncea thdt wcrc held thus far It ~r a welcome :iddltion u, I~brsiic\ Iuwng slzeable rcadcr- 
ship from aezospce cornmumy Hoa.cvsi. ohing to its pncc. i d w d u a l i  yvxially from third world m u n ~  
tries Ikc  India wdi fmd ~t outside thc~r  resch. 

Uepartmmt of Aerospxc  Engineering 
Indian Instlrutc of Sc~encc 
Bangalore 5hO 012, India 

Soil analysis-Physical methods edited by Keith A. Smith and Chris E. Mallins. 
Marcel Dekkcr. In,:.. 270. Madison Avenue, New York. NY 10016, 1991, pp. 632, 
$180. 
Among the d l lk~cnt  matcnds ona comes across, soil can hc termed as onc wllh mdxirnurn vorrability 
exhibiting complex behxvioui. CJnsaturated sol1 consists of solids, water and a r .  Thc water present mrlf 
exhlblts dlfftxenl hehaviour depending upon whether ~t 1s adsorhed or ires, and so on. Sod mass cxhlblt': 
visw-elasto-plast~c behaviour. The behaviour %*ep% changing due to chauge in cnvtronment. cyclcs ot 
wetting and d~ying. erc Ciwl engineers and agrlrullural scienricts are among thmt who u s  rnamly con- 
cerned rwth sod. 

It 1s the  bas^ physical propeitrer hke parriclc size dntrihut~on. bulk dcnsitg, water content, liquld and 
plastic l i m n  whlrh influence. he I! the mechanical properties a civd engineer looks for, or the charactens- 
tics an agricultural saenticr looks far. Hencc these- hasic propcnm haw been studled by both civil en- 
gineers aa well as thc agricultural sclunrlsts. 

The treatlsr consisis of thirteen chaptcrr written by ditfcrent authors. The subjects covered range from 
paltlcle size analysa, density water content. Atterbzrg limits. pcrmcability uf saturated and unsaturated 
sods, erc. The pcnetrometcr lrsts ale used to understand tdlegc, reslsrancc to root growth. etc Thc 
cagmecring properties of soil arc innovativclg uscd to explain the behaviour of soil a? an a-gicultural 
mateml 

'The authors are to he complimented for explammg the complex soil hehaviour m a Iucld manner. The 
treatment 1s comprehensnc and covers the recent developments also I1 will aervr as a good refercncc text 
for gradudtc 5tudenls of end engnecnng also. 

Department of Civil Englnecnng 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 500 012. 


